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"Live more in the

moment rather than focus

on the future. Be open to

every opportunity. And

remember, you really can

do whatever you set your

mind to."

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE GIVEN TO YOUR YOUNGER SELF, THAT YOU WOULD NOW

GIVE TO OTHERS WANTING TO FOLLOW YOUR PATH?

Don’t be too serious or take yourself too seriously. You can have fun while striving for your

goals. Nurture yourself regularly by doing those things that make your heart sing – hiking in

nature, yoga, long lazy beach days, painting, sunset drinks, reading a good book...laugh more,

dance more….Live more in the moment rather than focus on the future. Be open to every

opportunity. And remember, you really can do whatever you set your mind to. Once you

commit to that first step, momentum builds, synchronicities flow and the impossible

becomes the possible.

WHAT IS THE MOST HELPFUL BOOK YOU'VE READ AND WHY?

I’m a writer and an avid reader so it’s difficult to select one book out of the many inspiring

and wonderful books I’ve read. However, one book I read many years ago that often returns to

mind is Tracks by Robyn Davidson. In the 1970s she rode a camel 2700km across the

Australian desert. It was an incredible journey of transformation and of pushing boundaries

but the message that stayed with me is that the first step is the hardest step (of any journey

or project). Once that first step is taken, the rest flows easily. But most people (through fear,

doubt or circumstance) lack the courage to take that first step. It is something I constantly

refer to as I navigate my way through different projects – and life itself.



TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF:

"I graduated from the University of Queensland, Australia, over 30 years ago and have had a

varied and adventurous veterinary career. At the age of 22 I was flying around outback cattle

stations TB and Brucellosis testing. Cattle stations in Australia are huge, around 1,000,000

acres, and the cattle are wild. After a few years of rural mixed practice (including vetting on a

month-long camel expedition in the centre of Australia) I returned to TB testing, in the remote

Kimberley of WA. My first case as I hopped off the plane was to assist my boss pinning the jaw of

a saltwater crocodile. In those days, the Kimberley was the outback’s last frontier, a rugged land

where rangy stockmen lived in the saddle and slept rough under the stars. I relished the wide

open spaces, sleeping in my swag beside a campfire, and living a part of Australian history. As

one of the first female vets to work in this remote region, I was constantly amused at the

stockmen’s amazement at having a ‘lady vet’ working in what was then considered to be a man’s

world. 

Again breaking new ground, I moved to the Middle East to work for an Arabian Prince. Female

vets were a rarity in this part of the world and I enjoyed a semi-celebrity status. For nine years I

lived in the desert oasis of Al Ain in the United Arab Emirates working as a dairy and sheep vet

for the Crown Prince. During this time I led a caving expedition for the Prince, competed in

international expedition races, and travelled and hiked extensively around the globe. 

Although writing had been a passion for many years, it wasn’t until I began writing about my

adventures and experiences in the Middle East that my writing career really took off. The

exoticism of the Middle East at that time embodied the life of an ‘Arabian Nights’ story. It was a

time before the tourist visa and still a very traditional – and wonderfully exotic – desert kingdom. 

After returning to Australia in 2004, travel writing became my focus. I’ve researched and written

over 25 Lonely Planet travel guidebooks, covering regions in the Middle East, Asia, Australia and

Europe. I’ve also written numerous articles (mainly adventure-travel pieces) for print and digital

media. And I’ve written a book, Energy Healing for your Dog and Cat. It’s a practical guide for pet

owners about energy healing - what it is, how it works and how to use it on their pets. During my

extensive travels I witnessed animals suffering from cruelty and neglect, especially in developing

countries. My exposure to this needless suffering inspired a desire to have a greater impact in

animal welfare. I volunteer in developing countries desexing and treating street dogs and cats.

I’ve organised and led vet teams to Cambodia, consult to animal welfare groups in SE Asia, and

plan further veterinary outreach projects. I currently work as a contract vet for the RSPCA and

other shelters, and speak regularly on ABC radio about global animal welfare issues.

My veterinary path has taken many twists and turns and fascinating sidetracks (including

darting wildlife in South Africa) and I’m fortunate to be able to use my degree to travel and have

adventures and live a parallel life as a successful writer.



I can’t isolate one top success as I’m fairly good at setting and achieving goals. Writing for

Lonely Planet , publishing my book -these are success highlights – but I guess I’m really proud

of my athletic and sporting prowess as being fit has been a huge part of my self-identity.

Winning State rowing championships at school started me on the path. After uni, I competed

in both strength and endurance competitions, winning bodybuilding titles and international

adventure races including the World Peace Games. My sporting highlight was competing in

the EcoChallenge Expedition Race - a gruelling 10-day, 500km ultra-endurance multi-

disciplinary marathon in Morocco. Known as the world’s toughest expedition race, the

EcoChallenge was a true test of mental and physical toughness and most competitors failed

to finish the course. When I crossed the finish line I was exhausted, injured and depleted - but

elated. Completing that race, and all the suffering and hardship it entailed, filled me with the

absolute conviction that I could do anything I set my mind to.

 

Athletic training and performance requires diligence, determination and focus. It requires self-

sacrifice and the ability to delay gratification. All of these traits build resilience and strength of

character. Whenever you push yourself out of your comfort zone (whether that be physically,

mentally or culturally from, say, travelling) you transform and grow as a person. I don’t compete

any more but I do love trekking and have hiked mountain ranges in six continents. I exercise and

meditate daily, and enjoy the physical and mental benefits of feeling fit and healthy.

WHAT HAS BEEN YOU TOP SUCCESS AND WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM THIS?



Many thanks to Olivia for sharing her story to inspire veterinary women to aspire and grow into their full

career potential. 

If you would like to share your story please get in touch at info@veterinarywoman.co.uk

Visit the website for more information and resources at www.veterinarywoman.co.uk

Follow us on Facebook: Veterinary Woman Twitter: @VeterinaryWoman LinkedIn: @veterinary woman

Another circumstance others find challenging but which I find liberating is working in

male-dominated societies. I started my career working in outback Australia, known at that

time as a misogynistic male-dominated bastion. I also lived and worked in the Emirates, a

male-dominated Arab muslim country. At no time did I feel inferior, intimidated or

disrespected. I believe how you portray yourself to the world is how the world will treat you.

I enjoyed being a young and confident professional woman and I considered my point of

difference as being my greatest asset. People subconsciously respond to that. I like

standing out and I’ve always appreciated being different to the norm. After all, I grew up in

rural Australia the daughter of Italian immigrants. Why would anyone want to be the same

as everyone else?

Just as I find it hard to pinpoint my top success, I find it difficult to pinpoint my biggest

challenge. The 200+ rejections for my first book stand out, for sure, but it didn’t stop me from

having a successful writing career. Self-belief is a strong force and helps you find ways to

overcome seemingly impossible obstacles. I was passionate about writing so I kept writing

until I found my niche.

I’m often surprised, though, when others ask how I coped with circumstances they considered

challenging but which I never did. For example, I’m completely deaf in my right ear (from a

childhood cholesteatoma that led to eight operations). I never considered myself to be

disadvantaged yet others are surprised I never tried to claim disability welfare. That’s a

mindset I can’t fathom on all sorts of levels. Although I have difficulty telling sound direction,

or hearing in a

noisy room, it’s a slight problem at best (for me) and most people don’t know I’m hearing

impaired unless I tell them. Becoming deaf at a young age, I just accommodated and got on

with it.

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE, SETBACK OR FAILURE AND HOW HAVE YOU

OVERCOME IT? HOW DID YOU GROW OR CHANGE AS A RESULT? 


